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1) that unless k, »1, ~ is a biased estimate of s.
As k, decreases toward unity there is a tendency
for x to overestimate s. Fluctuations whose ef-
fect is to make ~ greater than s are more likely
than those with the contrary effect. This tendency
was noted by Cranshaw et a/. ,

"who suggested the
expression r [1 —'1/(2k, )]"' as an approximation
for (s). For k, values down to 1.5 the approxima-
tion is fairly good. Below that it breaks down be-
cause of an opposite tendency: For k, S 0.5, r
tends to underestimate s. Such values of k, imply
amplitude values so small as to be reckoned un-
likely even if s were zero. The amplitude is de-
viant no matter what one assumes regarding s.
Hence such a result has no power to discriminate
against s values that are sufficiently small.
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The decay asymmetries (8) in polarized ' B and ' N have been measured as a function
of p-ray energy {R). The coefficients e„, in a form of 8= +P(p/E)(l+e~E), have been
determined to be n (' B) =+ (0.21+0.06)%/Mev and n+('2N) = —(0.21+0.07)%/Mev. The
experimental value, n —n+= (0.52 +0.09)%/Mev. is larger than the prediction of con-
served-vector-current theory, (n —n+)&vc ~ 0.27%/MeV, and in favor of the existence
of the second-class induced-tensor current.

Because of the parity nonconservation in the
weak interaction, P rays are emitted asymmetri-
cally from polarized nuclei. Conserved-vector-

current (CVC) theory predicts, as a result of the
weak magnetism, a dependence of the decay
asymmetry on the P-ray energy as a higher-or-
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der effect. The G-parity-nonconserving induced-
tensor current in the framework of V -A theory,
if it ever plays a role, can also affect the asym-
metry's energy dependence. In order to investi-
gate such effects, the present experiment has
been under taken.

The B and ~N decays are suitable for the
present purpose: Firstly, they constitute a pair
of mirror P decays and their transition energies
are high. Secondly, as we have shown previous-
ly,"the polarized nuclei can be produced with
adequate yields through the reactions "B(d,p)"B
and "B('He,n)"N, and the polarization direction
can be reversed by use of a NMR technique.

The decay asymmetry 8 is defined by

8, = [w(o) —w(~)]/[w(0) +w(~)],

mirror P decays, "in which difficulties were due
to unknown nuclear-structure effects. On the
other hand, the effect on the P-decay asymmetry
8 is free from ambiguities due to the nuclear
matrix elements at least in the lowest order, and
suitable to search for the second-class current.

Polarized "Bor "N nuclei were produced
through the nuclear reaction "B(d,P) 'B or "B('He,
u)"N, with use of the 4-MV Van de Graaff gener-
ator of Osaka University. The target of 100 p, g/
cm' in thickness was prepared by evaporation of
enriched "B (& 97.2/o) or 'oB (& 92.2/o). The in-
cident particle energy and the product recoil an-
gle (8z) were selected so as to optimize the nu-

where W(8) is the angular distribution of P rays
at a polar angle 0 with respect to the nuclear po-
larization. Theoretically, the distribution W(8)
in the "Band "N decays (I', T,T~;1+,1,+ 1 0+,
0, 0) is expressed, in the impulse approximation,
as
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where the P„(cos8) are Legendre polynomials, P
and A are the nuclear polarization and the align-
ment, and P and E are the momentum and the en-
ergy of the P ray. The upper sign refers to the
"B (P ) decay, and the lower sign to the "N (P+)
decay. In the formula, only terms linearly depen-
dent on the momentum transfer are retained ex-
cept for the allowed moment. The coefficients a
and b are given by form factors f, as
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a= Re(f„g~*)/I f„l', with gt»
=f~ —f»/2M, —

b = Re(f~g, *)/If& I', with gr =f&+f~/-
where f», f„,f~, and fr are the vector, axial-
vector, weak-magnetism, and induced-tensor
form factors, respectively, ' and M is the nucleon
mass. Thus the asymmetry 8 is approximately
given by

8 =—+P(p/E)[1+n, (1 -A)E],
with n, =~&(a —b). (4)

The induced-tensor current is classified as
"second class, "based on the transformation prop-
erty under the G-parity operation by Weinberg. "
The second-class current has been recently dis-
cussed in relation to the ft-value asymmetries in

CoUnt

FIG. l. (a) Schematic view of the experimental setup.
The electromagnet poles for IIO, the vacuum chamber,
the radiation shield around the target, etc. are abbre-
viated. Each counter telescope consisted of'four plas-
tic scintillators: 4, B, C, and D. The counting logic
was ABCD. The last large counter D, which acted as
an energy counter, was 17 cm in diameter and 20 cm
in length (b) Time. -sequence program of activity pro-
duction and p counting. The repetition period (7') was
120 msec for ' B and 60 msec for '2N. In the case of
polarization reversal, the rf frequency was swept once
to pass the NMH frequency. At the end of the p-count-
ing period, the nuclear polarization was again reversed.
At a time section for the original polarization direction,
a simulated rf field at an off-resonance frequency was
applied, to keep any possible disturbance symmetric.
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clear polarization and the yield; E, =1.5 MeV,
9~ =45', and P=13% for "B, and ESH, =3.2 MeV,
Hz = 24.5', and P = 25% for "N. The recoil nuclei
were implanted, through a recoil collimator, into
an Al foil of -6 p m in thickness. The nuclear po-
larization was preserved by applying a static
magnetic field H, = 2.2 kG. P rays, emitted from
the recoil stopper, were detected by two counter
telescopes. A schematic view of the experimen-
tal setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The time-sequence
program of activity production and P counting was
as shown in Fig. 1(b). After every other period
of beam bombardment, the product nuclear polar-
ization was reversed by use of the adiabatic fast
passage in NMR. Typical net counting rates were
-200/sec for "Band -10/sec for "N for each
counter telescope. Altogether, four pulse-height
spectra were accumulated from the up and down
counters for both polarization directions. The
background was estimated from spectra a,ccumu-
lated by closing the recoil collimator with a thin
foil. Magnitudes of the background were a few
parts in 10 ' compared to the main spectra at
around 6 MeV and less at higher energies.

From the four kinds of spectra thus obtained,
an energy-average asymmetry 8 was calculated,
in which integrated intensities from - 6 MeV to
the maximum energy of the P ray were used. The
energy-dependent asymmetry 8(E) was obtained
from the spectra of the up and the down counters
separately, with use of 8 as the normalization
factor. When the target and/or the recoil stop-
per were replaced, the asymmetry varied slight-
ly because of a possible small variation in the
relevant geometry. In order to take the average
among data of different runs, a normalized asym-
metry 8(E) was introduced; 8(E) =8(E)/8.

Calibration of the energy scale was made by
utilization of the Kurie plot. Because the Kurie
plot should be linear for the present case," the
energy scale could be determined so as to make
the Kurie plot linear. Points of zero energy and
the maximum energy were treated as fitting pa-
rameters. Parts of a spectrum near the high-en-
ergy end and also at lower energies were not in-
cluded in the fitting. The peak energy of the P-
ray spectrum was used as another calibration
point. The reliability of the calibration procedure
was checked by an auxiliary P -y coincidence ex-
periment: Two spectra corresponding to the
ground-state transition and the branching to the
4.4-MeV level of "C were accumulated simulta-
neously. In this way, independent calibration
points were obta. ined, and the uncertainty of the
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FIG. 2. Normalized asymmetry Q 3'). The attached
error bars indicate the counting statistics only. The
fitted lines are drawn. In the fittings, data which are
denoted by open circles were not included, because
those data were subject to large corrections due to the
branching transition to the 4.4-MeV level of ' C.

energy scale was estimated to be at most 6%.
Corrections applied on the data were the cor-

rection for the branching transition to the 4.4-
MeV level of "C, which was important because
of its reversed and different asymmetry com-
pared with the main component, and the factor P/
E. The radiative correction to the asymmetry
was ignored, because it was theoretically esti-
mated" to be very small (~ 10 ~).

The normalized asymmetry 8'(E) after the cor-
rections is shown in Fig. 2. The data were fitted
by a linear function of E; 8'(E) =P(1+ng), where
no and P are the fitting parameters, and o.o cor-
responds to the term n, (1 -A) in Eq. (4).

In order to determine the nuclear alignment A,
an additional experiment was performed in the
same condition, except that the recoil nuclei
were implanted into a thin magnesium single
crystal. In this case, the Zeeman splitting was
perturbed by the quadrupole interaction due to
the nuclear surroundings in Mg, and two sepa-
rate NMR transitions were observed. " From
changes in the P-decay asymmetry by the saturat-
ed NMR transition, the alignment as well as the
polarization was determined. " The results were
A('2B) =+ (0.03 a 0.02) and A ( ~N) =+ (0.03' 0.03).
The alignments were small at the present experi-
mental conditions.
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TABLE I. Summary of results and relevant data.

p emitter
12B 12N

Decay properties
(I', T, Tz) (1', 1, +1)

(o+ o o)
16.83
11.4

2.10 +0.16d

(1', 1, -1)
-(o', o, o)

13.88
20.4

1 27~0 06c

0.25
+ (o.o3+ o.o3)
-(o.21+o.o7)

0.051
0.04

& 0.012
& 0.011
&o.oo5

0.013

max (Me@)a

T&y2 (msec)~
Branching ratio" (%)

Present results
+S=P =a+)-a 0.13
A =1—3ap + (0.03 +0.02)
n, (%/Me&) + (0.31 + 0.06)

n~ uncertainties (/&/MeV)
Counting statistics 0.041
Branching correction 0.03
Energy scale & 0.016
Gain shift~ &0.015
Background~ & 0.02
Alignment A 0.006

F. Ajzenberg-Selove and T. Lauritzen, Nucl. Phys. A114, 1 (1968).
bBranching to the 4.4-MeV level (I =2+) of C.
D. E. Alburger, Phys. Rev. C 6, 1167 (1972).
D. H. Wilkinson, Phys. Lett. 48B, 169 (1974).

~Between the spin-up and spin-down periods.
~Ambiguity of estimation for scattered electrons.

The coefficients n, were thus obtained to be

n ("B)=+ (0.31+0.06)'%%uo/MeV,

n+( 2N) = —(0.21+ 0.07)%/MeV.

The uncertainties contributed to the present de-
terminations are enumerated in Table I.

The theoretical prediction for a, according to
CVC theory, without the second-class current,
can be calculated by Eels. (3) and (4) with g~= —p/
2M, and gz, =+f„/2M, where p = )i —p, „=4.7 is the
transition magnetic moment: n = +0.10%/
MeV, and n+ = —0.17%%uo/MeV. The prediction
due to the weak-magnetism term is symmetric .

between a pair of mirror P decays, and can be
compared with the present experimental result
in the form n —n+. (n —n+)c~c= 0.27%%uo/MeV

and (n —n+)~ = (0.52+ 0.09)'%%uo/MeV. The experi-
mental value is considerably larger than the pre-
diction of the weak-magnetism term alone. ~~ The
effect on n, due to'the second-class induced-ten-
sor current is also expected to be symmetric"
as seen in Eqs. (3) and (4). Thus, the present re-
sult is in favor of the existence of the induced-
tensor current of which the form factor may well
be comparable to the weak-magnetism term.
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P and A are given by P =a~-a
~

and A =1—3ap for
the present case, where the magnetic substate popula-
tions a are normalized as a~+ap+a &

——1.
The form factors f; (i = V, W, S,A, T,P) define the

strength of the respective couplings in the general nu-
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clear V -A currents;

(IJg I& =i (lyg(fr-f~yg) + og„k v(fE +fz,y,)'

+'& ~&fs+ fpy5) I&.
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fs equals 0 and I fp/f~I is as small as 1/20 for nu-
clear P decay.
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A high-resolution spectroscopic study has been made of the radiation emitted in the
forward direction from cylindrical targets bombarded with electrons. The discrete ener-
gy bands previously reported by Das Gupta were not observed for photon energies from
4 to 200 keV.

In a recent Letter, ' Das Gupta reported the ob-
servation of nondivergent beams of x rays pro-
duced by electron bombardment of cylindrical
targets. He also reported the observation of dis-
crete x-ray energy bands in the nondivergent
beam spectra. Das Gupta ascribed these obser-
vations to an electron-photon parametric cou-
pling that results as electrons move along the in-
side wall of the cylindrical target. ' According
to Das Gupta's model, which couples the electron

DeBroglie wavelength with corresponding photon
wavelengths, the energy of these bands is given
by

T =2moc /(n' —1),
where n is an integer greater than 1.

With the objective of subjecting these hereto-
fore unreported observations and conclusions to
a more sensitive experimental test, we have at-
tempted to detect x rays at some of the discrete
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